Contemporary UK street furniture examples which would
be appropriate for growth sites outside the Conservation
Area.
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6.27
Street Lighting
6.27.1 A lighting strategy for Daventry Town Centre
and, in particular, the Conservation Area, would help to
attract visitors during the evening. Increased safety is a
factor that is likely to attract both inward investors and
visitors to the area. The ﬂood lighting of key landmark
buildings will signal that the town centre is open for
business and leisure use during the evening. More
importantly a lighting strategy signals that the historic
core is valued by both DDC and private organisations.
6.27.2 The approach to lighting should seek to identify
a number of incidental features including tree groups
and historic structures which would also enhance the
immediate environment if ﬂoodlit. The strategy is based
on the initial townscape analysis and seeks to capitalise
on key views, vistas and panoramas. In this way it is
hoped that the lighting strategy will enhance both distant,
intermediate and close up vistas within the historic core.
6.27.3 At night much of the visual interest that deﬁnes
spaces is lost. Through selective lighting of building
facades and other lit features, this visual interest can be
retained. Buildings can be lit to reveal particular aspects
of their design or construction. The form that a lighting
scheme takes is largely dictated by the building itself.
The use of a variety of lighting sources and techniques
ensures that visual diversity and interest remain part of
the night time view.
6.27.4 In terms of lighting landmark buildings in the
town, the following list highlights the key buildings and
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landmarks which have or should be uplit;
• Holy Cross Church
• Moot Hall
• ‘BBC’ Building
• Gothic Cross (Burton Memorial)
• Recreation Ground trees
• Recreation Ground entrance, Oxford Street
• Churchyard trees
• High Street trees
6.27.5 The Church and the Moot Hall have already
been effectively uplit and this should be extended to
other landmark buildings, features and trees in the town.
The use of downlighting for buildings is suggested as a
complementary measure to existing uplighters, in order
to reduce light pollution and accentuate key features.
6.27.6 It is recommended that the more signiﬁcant
trees are uplit, where possible, from luminaires recessed
into the pavement construction or grassed areas.
6.27.7 Another widely used strategy for enhancing
historic quarters is the erection of banners on simple
mounting arms to hold a variety of festive and visual
elements. The possibility of using banners in the High
Street, the Market Place and at key gateways should be
considered, along with appropriate lighting.
6.27.8 In addition, the lighting of signage in the town
has been raised as an issue in stakeholder discussions.
Appropriate lighting should effectively highlight signage
whilst creating an attractive image, particularly at
gateway sites.

A traditional approach
to street lighting in
Daventry town centre
is appropriate to the
Conservation Area
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